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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Despite many attempts, no experimental vaccine has induced strongly protective immunity against HIV-1 infection. One approach to this problem is the generation of an envelope glycoprotein (Env)-based vaccine that induces broadly neutralizing antibodies (bNAbs) ([@bib37]). A major obstacle to creating such a vaccine is the instability of the Env trimer, which for many years hindered the generation of recombinant, soluble proteins that adequately mimicked the functional Env trimer on virions.

We have described a soluble, recombinant Env trimer, BG505 SOSIP.664, that is stabilized by a disulfide bond between glycoprotein (gp)120 and gp41 and an Ile-to-Pro substitution at position 559 in gp41 ([@bib1], [@bib31], [@bib32]). Several BG505 trimer structures, determined by X-ray crystallography and cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM), have provided new insights into the architecture and function of HIV-1 Env ([@bib9], [@bib14], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib23], [@bib26], [@bib30], [@bib34], [@bib36]). Negative-stain electron microscopy (EM) and cryo-EM studies show that it closely resembles the native, membrane-associated trimer at the structural level ([@bib21], [@bib23], [@bib32]). The BG505 SOSIP.664 trimer, and others of the same design based on different genotypes, displays the epitopes for most bNAbs and few non-NAbs ([@bib7], [@bib13], [@bib15], [@bib32]). In immunogenicity studies in rabbits, the BG505, AMC008, B41, CZA97, and DU422 SOSIP.664 trimers induced NAbs against the corresponding autologous viruses ([@bib4], [@bib18], [@bib33], [@bib6]).

Although SOSIP.664 trimers are stable enough to produce and purify, we hypothesized that their performance as immunogens could be improved by reducing their conformational flexibility and the consequent exposure of immunodominant, potentially distractive non-NAb epitopes ([@bib6]).

The increasingly high-resolution structures of SOSIP trimers greatly facilitate the design of stabilization strategies. BG505 SOSIP.664 trimers have already been further stabilized by adding an intra-gp120 disulfide bond linking residues 201 and 433, which fixes the bridging sheet in its ground state and thereby reduces the exposure of non-NAb epitopes ([@bib11], [@bib20]). Combining two different substitutions in the gp120 subunit, E64K or H66R plus A316W, defined as SOSIP.v4, increases the stability of trimers of various genotypes, reduces the exposure of non-NAb CD4i and V3 epitopes (i.e., 17b, 19b, and 14e), and decreases the induction of V3-directed non-NAbs in immunized rabbits ([@bib6]). Forming a complex with the quaternary-structure-dependent bNAb, PGT145, can also improve trimer stability ([@bib4]). Moreover, by comparing the BG505 sequence with other sequences that form stable trimers poorly, several substitutions were identified that increase the stability of JR-FL and 16055 SOSIP.664 trimers ([@bib11]). [@bib35] used mammalian cell surface display to design stabilized trimers that showed an improvement in trimer expression and reduction of V3 exposure. A considerable improvement in yield was achieved by computationally redesigning the N-terminal residues of heptad region 1 (HR1) of Env SOSIP trimers ([@bib19]). Finally, we have also introduced a disulfide bond between gp120 residue-49 of one protomer and gp41 residue-555 of a second protomer to increase thermostability of the trimer. Strong precedents underpin this approach as disulfide bonds play a well-established role in protein stability ([@bib3], [@bib5]). For example, disulfide bonds can be up to 17-fold more abundant in proteins from thermophilic archea and bacteria, compared to mesophiles, and the number of disulfides correlates with their maximum growth temperature ([@bib22]). Furthermore, disulfide bonds have been used to stabilize the immunogens from respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) and influenza virus ([@bib21], [@bib25]).

Here, we describe the structure-guided introduction of additional disulfide bonds between gp120 and gp41 that further stabilize the resulting SOSIP.v5 trimers in their unliganded, closed state. Furthermore, we have combined these intra-protomer bonds with recently described inter-protomer bonds to create hyperstable SOSIP.v6 trimers. When BG505 SOSIP.v6 trimers were tested as immunogens in rabbits, they induced strong autologous responses, as well as weak, but consistent, NAbs against a subset of heterologous tier-2 viruses.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Addition of a Second Disulfide Bond between gp120 and gp41 {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------------------------

To reduce the flexibility and increase the stability of BG505 SOSIP.664 trimers, we designed, screened, and produced variants containing an additional engineered intra-protomer disulfide bond; i.e., between the gp120 and gp41 subunits. Since the disulfide bond between residue 501 of gp120 and residue 605 of gp41 (i.e., the SOS bond), used to create SOSIP trimers, is located near the base of the trimer ([@bib1], [@bib9], [@bib26]), we sought more central locations for a second intra-protomer bond. Initially, new disulfide bonds were evaluated in the absence of the SOS bond, and a few promising candidates were subsequently chosen to make double disulfide-bond variants ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Based on favorable biochemical and antigenic properties, we selected two such variants, designated SOSIP.664 H72C-H564C and SOSIP.664 A73C-A561C, for further analyses ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To provide additional stability, we also introduced two point substitutions: A316W to improve hydrophobic packing of V3 residues and prevent sporadic, unwanted V3 exposure from its hidden location below V1V2 and E64K to impede the occasional spontaneous and reversible sampling of the CD4-bound conformation ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A; [@bib6]). SOSIP.664 trimers containing the E64K and A316W substitutions and either an H72C-H564C or A73C-A561C disulfide bond are referred to as SOSIP.v5.1 or SOSIP.v5.2 variants, respectively ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A; see also [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 1Design, Antigenicity, Structure, and Conformational Dynamics of BG505 SOSIP.v5 Trimers Containing Novel Disulfide Bonds between gp120 and gp41(A) Linear schematic of the BG505 SOSIP.664, SOSIP.v4, SOSIP.v5, SOSIP.v5.2 I201C-A433C, and SOSIP.v6 constructs. Modifications that create the SOSIP.664 construct are indicated in red ([@bib32]). The E64K and A316W substitutions added to make the SOSIP.v4 construct are colored blue ([@bib6]). The engineered disulfide bonds in SOSIP.v5 are shown in purple. There are two variants of the SOSIP.v5 construct: the SOSIP.v5.1 has a disulfide bond between H72C and H564C and the SOSIP.v5.2 has a disulfide bond between A73C and A561C. The I201C-A433C disulfide bond, previously described by [@bib20], was introduced into the SOSIP.v5.2 background. The E49C-L555C disulfide bond was introduced into the SOSIP.v5.2 construct. The resulting constructs are designated SOSIP.v5.2 I201C-A433C and SOSIP.v6, respectively.(B) SPR analysis of the binding of bNAbs PG16, PGT145, PGT151, and 35O22 to quaternary epitopes (upper panel), and of CD4-IgG2 and non-NAb 17b CD4i (±prior addition of CD4-IgG2) (lower panel), to the indicated BG505 trimer variants.(C) Crystal structure of the quaternary complex of BG505 SOSIP.664 H72C-H564C trimer (cyan) in complex with PGT122 Fab (pink), 35O22 Fab (orange), and NIH45-46 scFv (deep blue). The three different antibody Fab or scFv fragments are represented as colored surfaces, and the trimer N-linked glycans as cyan spheres. One of the three protomers is highlighted for clarity, and the gp41 central HR1 helix location proximal to the engineered H72C-H564C disulfide is marked with a rectangle.(D) Detail of the interaction between gp41 HR1 and gp120. A 2Fo-Fc composite omit map contoured at 1.0σ around gp41 HR1 (blue mesh) reveals ordered electron density (green mesh) for gp41 HR1~N~ residues 547--569 (dotted lines), implying that the H72C-H564C disulfide bond helps stabilize this region of the trimer in a ground-state prefusion conformation. The figure was rendered using PyMOL.(E) Differences in hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) exchange rates between the unliganded and CD4-bound forms of the indicated SOSIP variants. The difference between the two states is the difference obtained by subtracting the deuterons exchanged in the unliganded condition from the deuterons exchanged in the CD4-bound forms. While positive values indicate that the residues were destabilized in the presence of 2D-sCD4, negative values indicate stabilization. The net difference in H/D exchange as a sum of all time points is plotted for each observable peptide. Only differences that were outside the error range were included in the summation process. The same set of peptides was used for each trimer construct. The individual exchange plots are shown in [Data S1](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A.

Biochemical and Biophysical Properties of Stabilized BG505 SOSIP.v5 Trimers {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The two variants of BG505 SOSIP.v5 trimers were expressed in 293F cells and purified via PGT145-affinity chromatography, as previously described ([@bib6]). Non-reducing SDS-PAGE analysis showed that the SOSIP.v5 proteins migrated more slowly than their SOSIP.664 counterparts ([Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and S3B), consistent with a decrease in SDS uptake when a protein becomes more compact. We used tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) to confirm that, in addition to the ten canonical disulfide bonds and the SOS bond, the new bond was also formed in both SOSIP.v5 variants ([Table S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

PGT145-purified, native-like BG505 SOSIP.664 trimers have a more open configuration on average compared to those purified by 2G12 columns, typically ∼30% versus \>95% closed ([@bib6]). The addition of the H72C-H564C or A73C-A561C disulfides further increases to 85% closed for SOSIP.v5.1 and 90% for SOSIP.v5.2 trimers ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). Dynamic light scattering (DLS) studies support the conclusion that both SOSIP.v5 trimers are more compact (see [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D for these and other biophysical analyses, including small angle X-ray scattering \[SAXS\]).Table 1Biophysical Characterization of Stabilized SOSIP Trimers from BG505, AMC008, B41, and ZM197M IsolatesNew Substitutions Added to SOSIP.664SOSIP Version[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Yield (mg/L) (≈)Morphology (NS-EM)Thermostability (DSC)[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}Glycan Composition (HILIC-UPLC)[c](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}Native-like (%) (\>)Closed Native-like (%)*T*~m~ (°C)Δ*T*~m~ (°C)Man~8~Man~9~Oligo-mannose**BG505**--SOSIP.6642.0983567.6--182364H72C-H564C2.0987071.94.3212063A73C-A561C2.0987072.54.9NDNDNDE64K A316WSOSIP.v4.1[d](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}2.0987070.73.1212364E64K A316W H72C-H564CSOSIP.v5.12.0988575.07.4212068E64K A316W A73C-A561CSOSIP.v5.22.0989075.37.7212364I201C-A433C[e](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}DS-SOSIP1.0986574.58.9NDNDNDE64K A316W A73C-A561C I201C-A433C1.5988580.713.1231961E49C-L555C[f](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"}0.2NDND75.27.6NDNDNDE64K A316W A73C-A561C E49C-L555CSOSIP.v60.8985078.7/92.2[g](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}11.2/24.6[g](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}252569**AMC008**--SOSIP.6642.0981560.2--143467I535M L543N H66R A316WSOSIP.v4.2[d](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}2.0988564.54.5123969I535M L543N H66R A316W H72C-H564CSOSIP.v5.11.59810068.38.1133365I535M L543N H66R A316W A73C-A561CSOSIP.v5.21.59810068.58.3143065**B41**--SOSIP.6642.0984558.6--152963L543N E64K A316WSOSIP.v4.1[d](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}2.0985560.72.1143264L543N E64K A316W H72C-H564CSOSIP.v5.10,2989563.04.3NDNDNDL543N E64K A316W A73C-A561CSOSIP.v5.21.5987064.76.1172564**ZM197M**--SOSIP.6640.3951562.2--222670V535M H66R T316WSOSIP.v4.2[d](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}0.3903062.60.4212669V535M H66R T316W H72C-H564CSOSIP.v5.11.09810069.57.3NDNDNDV535M H66R T316W A73C-A561CSOSIP.v5.21.09810069.27.0NDNDND[^5][^6][^7][^8][^9][^10][^11][^12]

We then assessed BG505 trimer thermostability. The introduction of either disulfide bond in the SOSIP.v4.1 context again increased trimer thermostability with *T*~m~ values of 75.0°C and 75.3°C for SOSIP.v5.1 and SOSIP.v5.2, respectively, representing increases of 4.3°C and 4.6°C over SOSIP.v4.1 and 7.4°C and 7.7°C over SOSIP.664 ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E).

The glycosylation profiles of the SOSIP.664 H72C-H564C, SOSIP.664 A73C-A561C, and both SOSIP.v5 trimers were all similar to those of SOSIP.664 and SOSIP.v4.1, with oligomannose glycoforms dominating (61%--64%) and, in particular, Man~8~GlcNAc~2~ and Man~9~GlcNAc~2~ glycans ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F). The high density of unprocessed oligomannose glycans on gp120 is a hallmark of native-like Env trimers ([@bib27], [@bib28]).

Antigenicity of Stabilized BG505 SOSIP.v5 Trimers {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------------

We used a panel of bNAbs to assess the antigenicity of stabilized BG505 trimer variants by ELISA. All of the tested bNAbs bound comparably to the SOSIP.664, SOSIP.v4, and SOSIP.v5 trimers, implying that the changes did not compromise antigenicity ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [Data S1](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) studies confirmed that the quaternary-structure-dependent epitopes at the trimer apex (PG16 and PGT145) and at the gp120/gp41 interface (35O22 and PGT151) were fully preserved on both versions of SOSIP.v5 trimers ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). SPR analysis showed that the association of CD4-IgG2 was similar between SOSIP.664 and SOSIP.v5, but the dissociation from both SOSIP.v5 variants was markedly faster ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B), consistent with previous measurements with SOSIP.v4 trimers ([@bib6]). These data are also consistent with a report in which stabilization of BG505 SOSIP.664 with an intra-gp120 disulfide bond (DS-SOSIP.664) was shown to increase soluble CD4 (sCD4) dissociation ([@bib20]).Table 2Antigenic Characterization of Stabilized Trimers from BG505, AMC008, B41, and ZM197M IsolatesNew Substitutions Added to SOSIP.664SOSIP Version[a](#tblfn8){ref-type="table-fn"}Broadly Neutralizing AntibodiesNon-neutralizing AntibodiesV1V2 ApexV3-GlycanOD GlycanCD4bsgp120-gp41 InterfaceCD4iV3CD4bsCD4bsPG9PG16PGT145PGT1212G12VRC01PGT151350223BC31517b17b+sCD414e19bB6CD4 IgG2**BG505**--SOSIP.664[0.0790.0540.0200.0440.0140.0220.0160.0260.1300.3040.0770.0390.0130.1430.020]{.ul}H72C-H564C9098768812911887738905672885580A73C-A561C95158841151191051369311104371835961E64K A316WSOSIP.v4.1[b](#tblfn9){ref-type="table-fn"}91937710110411310771106015201354E64K A316W H72C-H564CSOSIP.v5.16981947210310611877950824935E64K A316W A73C-A561CSOSIP.v5.27794867912211613175930825755E64K A316W A73C-A561C I201C-A433C769523188858713513010200291061E64K A316W A73C-A561C E49C-L555CSOSIP.v6112103135581237813085990926568**AMC008**--SOSIP.664[ND1.7611.3000.0260.0100.0610.1620.8320.0500.130.0010.002ND0.0170.534]{.ul}I535M L543N H66R A316WSOSIP.v4.2[a](#tblfn8){ref-type="table-fn"}ND6212511495102115162116016ND30103I535M L543N H66R A316W H72C-H564CSOSIP.v5.1ND128134127691021181711070112ND3463I535M L543N H66R A316W A73C-A561CSOSIP.v5.2ND12713011940118185231950010ND2396**B41**--SOSIP.664[0.0770.0940.1510.0530.0430.1260.1521.6650.0240.8390.0010.0070.0030.0170.029]{.ul}L543N E64K A316WSOSIP.v4.1[a](#tblfn8){ref-type="table-fn"}971049210810212612111558018142021L543N E64K A316W H72C-H564CSOSIP.v5.11277359104701252321354402118349L543N E64K A316W A73C-A561CSOSIP.v5.211341886116125116221159840528162323**ZM197M**--SOSIP.664[0.2630.4872.3100.1920.1260.0340.1420.0130.0220.100.0550.0640.6370.2950.138]{.ul}V535M H66R T316WSOSIP.v4.2[a](#tblfn8){ref-type="table-fn"}7393113889510895852804214555992V535M H66R T316W H72C-H564CSOSIP.v5.1169135284961252349228031217913V535M H66R T316W A73C-A561CSOSIP.v5.23012134287102116267425450519361026[^13][^14][^15]

BG505 SOSIP.664 trimers minimally, but detectably, bind 17b, a non-NAb against a CD4-inducible (CD4i) epitope, by ELISA ([@bib32]). Under the same conditions, neither SOSIP.v5 trimer bound detectably to 17b when CD4-immunoglobulin G (IgG2) was absent, and the extent of CD4i-epitope induction by CD4-IgG2 was less than with SOSIP.664 and SOSIP.v4.1 in ELISA ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [Data S1](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). SPR analysis confirmed and extended these results ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Moreover, non-NAb b6 that targets the CD4 binding site (CD4bs) bound less well to the SOSIP.v5 trimers than to SOSIP.664 and SOSIP.v4.1 ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [Data S1](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). Some of the reduction in non-NAb epitope exposure in SOSIP.v5 is attributable to the A316W substitution that is present in SOSIP.v4 trimers ([@bib6]). However, the new disulfide bonds in the SOSIP.v5 trimers confer additional benefits ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [Data S1](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B).

Taken together, the antigenicity studies show that the SOSIP.v5 trimers preserve the desired bNAb reactivity profiles of their SOSIP.664 and SOSIP.v4.1 precursors.

X-Ray Structure of a Stabilized BG505 SOSIP Trimer {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------------------------

To assess the impact of an extra disulfide bond on the trimer structure, we expressed the BG505 SOSIP.664 H72C-H564C trimer in N-acetyl-glucosaminyltransferase I (GnTI)-deficient HEK293S cells and purified it by 2G12-affinity chromatography followed by size exclusion chromatography (SEC). Its crystal structure was determined in complex with bNAbs PGT122 Fab, 35O22 Fab, and NIH45-46 scFv ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). Although the crystals only diffracted to 7 Å resolution, the availability of higher-resolution structures of other BG505 SOSIP trimers allowed a clear interpretation of the lower-resolution electron density maps, as exemplified by good refinement statistics ([Table S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The overall architecture of the trimer is indeed preserved upon addition of the 72C-564C inter-subunit disulfide bond ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). In addition, bNAbs against three distinct sites of vulnerability (PGT122, N332; 35O22, gp41/gp120 interface; and NIH45-46, CD4bs) interacted with their epitopes in a similar manner to the SOSIP.664 trimer ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). Residues 547--569 in the gp41 HR1~N~ region near the 72C substitution in gp120 have defined electron density similar to that in higher-resolution BG505 SOSIP.664 trimer structures ([@bib9]; PDB: [5CEZ](pdb:5CEZ){#intref0010}) filtered at the same resolution ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D), indicating that this region is well ordered and native like. Thus, the added H72C-H564C disulfide bond preserves the native-like trimer structure.

Dynamics of BG505 SOSIP.v5 Trimers {#sec2.5}
----------------------------------

We compared the SOSIP constructs by hydrogen-deuterium exchange (HD-X) to explore the impact of the new trimer-stabilizing changes on protein dynamics and conformational flexibility. The resulting exchange profiles for the BG505 SOSIP.664 A73C-A561C, SOSIP.v5.1 and SOSIP.v5.2 trimers were overall consistent with the SOSIP.664 precursor ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Only a few minor changes were observed, which are proximal to the newly introduced disulfide linkages. We used the same method to compare CD4-induced conformational changes. Addition of sCD4 to the SOSIP.664 trimers resulted in less protection in the V2 and V3 loops, but more protection of the CD4bs, gp120 layers 1--3, and gp41 HR1, in agreement with previous studies ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@bib12]). The changes in the various stabilized mutants were greatly diminished or completely abolished ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The SOSIP.v5.2 variant responded least to sCD4, in that the CD4-induced exposure of V2 and V3 was now entirely abrogated ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, the extra inter-subunit disulfide bond and the E64K and A316W substitutions are synergistic in preventing the opening of the apex of the SOSIP.v5.2 trimers when sCD4 is present. The data strongly suggest that the BG505 SOSIP.v5.2 trimers are effectively trapped in the closed, ground state.

Stabilizing SOSIP Trimers from Clades B and C {#sec2.6}
---------------------------------------------

To assess the generality of the stabilization method, we introduced the H72C-H564C or A73C-A561C disulfide bonds into B41 (clade B) SOSIP.v4.1, AMC008 (clade B), and ZM197M (clade C) SOSIP.v4.2 constructs ([@bib16], [@bib29], [@bib6]). The resulting variants were purified and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and blue native (BN)-PAGE analysis. While AMC008 SOSIP.v5 and B41 SOSIP.v5 yielded similar trimer amounts to comparably produced SOSIP.664 and SOSIP.v4 counterparts, the yields for ZM197M were considerably improved (1.0 mg/L for SOSIP.v5.1 and v5.2 versus ∼0.3 mg/L for SOSIP.664 and SOSIP.v4) ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). All of the variously purified SOSIP.v5 trimers were cleaved efficiently ([Figures S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and S5B) and migrated more slowly on non-reducing SDS-PAGE gels ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Negative-stain EM confirmed that the PGT145-purified SOSIP.v5 trimers were again invariably native like and also more likely to be in the closed conformation ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). As for BG505, oligomannose glycoforms dominated (63%--70%, in particular Man~8~GlcNAc~2~ and Man~9~GlcNAc~2~, [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). The additional disulfide bond improved the thermostability of each trimer construct. For AMC008, the *T*~m~ increased from 60.2°C (SOSIP.664) to 68.3°C--68.5°C (SOSIP.v5.1 and v5.2; [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). Increases in *T*~m~ of between 4°C and 7°C compared to SOSIP.664 were also observed for the various B41 and ZM197M SOSIP.v5.1 and SOSIP.v5.2 trimers ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). Overall, we conclude that introducing a second inter-subunit disulfide bond confers additional stability on SOSIP.v5 trimers of four different isolates from three different clades.

Antigenic Properties of B41, AMC008, and ZM197M SOSIP.v5 Trimers {#sec2.7}
----------------------------------------------------------------

In general, the antigenicity properties of the SOSIP.v5.1 and v5.2 trimers of all three genotypes were again comparable to the corresponding SOSIP.v4 and/or SOSIP.664 trimers, bNAb binding was retained, while non-NAb reactivity with V3 and CD4i epitopes was reduced ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [Data S1](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C--S1E). CD4-IgG2 binding to B41 and ZM197M SOSIP.v5 variants was reduced compared to SOSIP.v4 ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). An unexpected observation was that introduction of an additional disulfide bond into the ZM197M SOSIP.v5 construct improved binding of the quaternary-structure-dependent bNAb PGT145 and PGT151, compared to SOSIP.664 and SOSIP.v4 trimers ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [Data S1](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). We noticed that in contrast to the quaternary-specific PGT145 bNAb, the quaternary preferring PG9 showed a slightly decreased binding for ZM197M SOSIP.v5 compared to SOSIP.664 ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [Data S1](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). The introduction of an additional disulfide bond also had a noticeable effect for B41, for which PGT151 binding was negligible for SOSIP.664 trimers, but strong for both SOSIP.v5 versions ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [Data S1](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). We can conclude that SOSIP.v5 exhibits a similar or somewhat better antigenic profile compared to SOSIP.664 and SOSIP.v4.1.

Comparison and Combination with Other Trimer Stabilization Approaches {#sec2.8}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Two other SOSIP trimer stabilization strategies are outlined in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A. First, introducing a disulfide bond between residues 201 and 433 (substitutions I201C and A433C) in the gp120 bridging sheet has been reported to increase the thermostability and reduce the conformational flexibility of these BG505 trimers ([@bib20]). Second, a disulfide bond between gp120 and gp41 of different protomers (substitutions E49C and L555C) also makes BG505 trimers more thermostable ([@bib9]). BG505 SOSIP trimer variants containing either of these disulfide bonds have a reduced exposure of CD4i non-NAb epitopes ([@bib9], [@bib20]).

We introduced the above disulfide bonds into BG505 SOSIP.664 or SOSIP.v5.2 constructs and determined the yields, antigenic profiles, and thermal stability of the resulting trimers. The SOSIP.v6 construct contains the E49C-L555C substitutions on the SOSIP.v5.2 background, while the "SOSIP.v5.2 I201C-A433C" construct includes the 201C-433C disulfide bond in the SOSIP.v5.2 background ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). The yields of PGT145-purified SOSIP.v5.2 I201C-A433C and SOSIP.v6 trimers (∼1.5 and ∼0.8 mg/L, respectively) were lower than for SOSIP.664 and SOSIP.v5.2 (∼2.0 mg/L) ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Non-reducing SDS-PAGE analysis showed that SOSIP.v6 proteins migrated as a trimer, which is consistent with the formation of inter-protomer disulfide bonds ([Table S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). However, two subpopulations were visible on the gels. Based on a comparison with the migration patterns of various control proteins, we propose that the slower migrating variant, ∼60% of the total, contains all three engineered disulfide bonds (501C-605C, 73C-561C, and 49C-555C), while the faster migrating species lacks the 73C-561C bond whose formation may be restricted by the presence of the 49C-555C bond in a subpopulation of trimers ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A).

The antigenic profile of these more stable trimers, SOSIP.v5.2 I201C-A433C and SOSIP.v6, are very similar to their less stable counterparts. The quaternary antibodies PGT151 and PGT145 bound slightly more strongly to the BG505 SOSIP.v5.2 I201C-A433C and SOSIP.v6 trimers than to their precursors, while the binding of non-NAbs to V3 and CD4i epitopes remained very low ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [Data S1](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). Both new trimers resembled their precursors in containing mostly oligomannose glycoforms ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F).

The new disulfide bonds further increased BG505 trimer thermostability. Adding the 201C-433C bond to the SOSIP.v5.2 construct increased the *T*~m~ from 75.3°C to 80.7°C. The SOSIP.v6 trimer was particularly thermostable, the *T*~m~ of the majority subpopulation was 92.2°C, while a smaller unfolding event was detected at 78.8°C, which we propose reflects the minority of trimers in which the 73C-561C linkage is not formed ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E).

Immunogenicity of Stabilized BG505 SOSIP Trimers in Rabbits {#sec2.9}
-----------------------------------------------------------

We compared the immunogenicity of various prototypic and stabilized BG505 SOSIP trimers in rabbits using a previously described protocol with 22 μg of trimer per dose and measuring the antibody responses 2 weeks after the third immunization ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A) ([@bib33], [@bib6]).Figure 2Immunogenicity of BG505 and ZM197M SOSIP.v5 Trimers in Rabbits(A) Schematic representation of immunization schedule.(B) Color coding for the immunogens tested.(C--I) Shows data for BG505-based immunogens.(J --P) Shows data for ZM197M.(C and J) Midpoint antibody binding titers (ED~50~) as measured by D7324-capture ELISA for the trimer variants indicated on the x axis at the bottom of the figure, and by the color-coding scheme outlined in (B).(D--H and J--O) Neutralization of HIV-1 viruses in the TZM-bl assay by sera from animals immunized with BG505 or ZM197M trimer variants. The plots show ID~50~ values, the serum dilution at which infectivity is inhibited by 50%.(D--H and K--O) Autologous viruses (D and K); SF162 heterologous tier-1A (E and L); 92RW020 heterologous tier-2 virus (F and M); SHIV162P3 heterologous tier-2 virus (G and N); and TV1.21 heterologous tier-2 virus (H and O).(I and P) The cumulative numbers of heterologous viruses neutralized with an ID~50~ \>40 by the five sera from each group are shown. In the particular case of the BG505 SOSIP.v5 group, where 15 animals were analyzed (SOSIP.v5.1: five animals and SOSIP.v5.2: ten animals), the number of heterologous hits was divided by three. Statistical tests were performed using Mann-Whitney t test for (E)--(H) and Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn's post-test for (I) and (P). Note that Kruskal-Wallis tests were performed on the ID~50~ values. The horizontal bars represent medians. Neutralization titers with SOSIP.v6 sera against 92RW020, SHIVP3, and TV1.21 (plotted in F--H and M--O) were obtained from two or three independent experiments performed in duplicate. The average values are plotted, and the data from the replicate experiments can be found in [Table S4](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C.

All the BG505 trimer-immunized animals had high and comparable titers of binding antibodies to the corresponding trimers, as measured in ELISA ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). The sera from the SOSIP.664 trimer recipients consistently neutralized the autologous tier-2 BG505.T332N virus, which is consistent with our earlier reports ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D) ([@bib33], [@bib6]). The corresponding gp120 monomer was almost entirely ineffective in this regard, with only one of five animals responding weakly ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D). The inferiority of BG505 gp120 at inducing autologous BG505.T332N NAbs was consistent with a previous report, although the difference between the gp120 recipients and the trimer-immunized animals was much more pronounced in the current experiment ([@bib33]; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D). The autologous NAb responses elicited by the different trimers were generally comparable (median half maximal inhibitory concentration \[IC~50~\]; SOSIP.664, 4432; SOSIP.v4.1, 4503; SOSIP.v5.1 + SOSIP.v5.2 pooled, 3457; and SOSIP.v6, 7,798), except for the SOSIP.v5.2 I201C-A433C hyperstabilized trimer (median IC~50~, 226; p = 0.0159 compared to SOSIP.664) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D). Thus, with the possible exception of the I201C-A433C change to the SOSIP.v5.2 construct, the modifications used to create new, more stable trimers do not impair the induction of the autologous BG505.T332N NAb response.

One of the goals of trimer stabilization projects is to reduce the antigenicity and immunogenicity of epitopes for non-NAbs and tier-1 NAbs, the latter being dominated by V3-directed antibodies, and thereby focus the immune response on more productive targets ([@bib20], [@bib6]). Compared to the BG505 SOSIP.664 trimers and, more so, the gp120 monomers, NAb titers against the tier-1A SF162 virus were reduced by 3-fold for the combined SOSIP.v5.1 and SOSIP.v5.2 groups (p = 0.0175 versus SOSIP.664; not statistically significant versus SOSIP.v4.1) and were also lower for SOSIP.v5.2 201C-433C (not statistically significant versus SOSIP.664). In contrast, the SF162 NAb titers, as well as V3 binding antibody titers (data not shown), were almost 7-fold higher in the SOSIP.v6 group compared to the combined SOSIP.664, SOSIP.v4.1, and SOSIP.v5 groups (p = 0.0031; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E).

Sera from the various BG505 trimer-immunized rabbits were generally weakly and sporadically active against a panel of heterologous tier-2 viruses ([Table S4](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). While the clade A virus 92RW020, the clade B virus SHIV162P3, and the clade C TV1.21 virus were poorly or not neutralized by SOSIP.664-, SOSIP.v4.1-, or SOSIP.v5-immunized animals (median IC~50~ values for the combined SOSIP.664, SOSIP.v4.1, and SOSIP.v5 groups of 25, 20, and 28, respectively), they were more consistently neutralized by sera from SOSIP.v6 recipients (IC~50~ values of 56, 45, and 97). The differences in the ability to neutralize 92RW020, SHIV162P3, and TV1.21 between the BG505 SOSIP.v6 recipient animals and the animals that were immunized with earlier BG505 SOSIP versions were statistically significant (p = 0.0071, p = 0.0021, and p = 0.0207 for the three viruses, respectively). In contrast, prebleed sera did not neutralize the autologous BG505.T332N pseudovirus, nor the heterologous 92RW020 or SHIV162P3 pseudoviruses ([Table S4](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). For each individual rabbit, we analyzed the number of heterologous tier-2 viruses that were neutralized with IC~50~ values \>40. Neutralization at this titer level was only sporadic for the SOSIP.664, SOSIP.v4.1, or SOSIP.v5 groups; the majority of the sera were inactive against all heterologous Tier-2 viruses. In contrast, sera from the SOSIP.v6 group neutralized one (one animal), two (one animal), three (one animal), or four (two animals) of the sixteen viruses in the test panel at a titer \>40 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}I and [Table S4](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). When the SOSIP.v6 group was compared with the SOSIP.664, SOSIP.v4.1, SOSIP.v5.1 + SOSIP.v5.2, and SOSIP.v5.2 I201C-A433C groups, the number of heterologous Tier-2 viruses neutralized with IC~50~ values \>40 was significantly higher (n = 14 for SOSIP.v6 versus n = 0, 4, 4, and 6 for SOSIP.664, SOSIP.v4.1, SOSIP.v5.1 + SOSIP.v5.2, and SOSIP.v5.2 I201C-A433C, respectively; Kruskal-Wallis p \< 0.001 in each case) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}I).

Immunogenicity of Stabilized ZM197M SOSIP Trimers in Rabbits {#sec2.10}
------------------------------------------------------------

In a similar study, we tested the ZM197M SOSIP.664, SOSIP.v4.2, and SOSIP.v5.2 trimers in rabbits ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}J--2O). The autologous trimer binding antibody titers were again comparable among the groups, but ∼2- to 5-fold lower than those induced by BG505 trimers ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}J). The autologous NAb response to the ZM197M trimers, in general, was also markedly weaker and less consistent than seen with their BG505 counterparts (cf. [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}J with [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and Figure 2K with Figure 2D). The ZM197M SOSIP.v5.2 trimer was clearly the most immunogenic for the autologous NAb response (5/5 responders, with a median IC~50~ of 114, compared to 3/10 responders for the combined SOSIP.664 and SOSIP.v4.2 groups; p \< 0.0001 by χ^2^ test; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}K). The three ZM197M trimers induced SF162 tier-1A NAb titers to comparable extents ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}L).

As seen in the BG505 study, sera against the various ZM197M trimers only sporadically neutralized heterologous tier-2 viruses ([Table S4](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Overall, the most frequent NAb responses to 92RW020, SHIV162P3, and TV1.21 were induced by the ZM197M SOSIP.v5.2 variant (p = 0.007, non-significant and p = 0.0137 for 92RW020, SHIV162P3, and TV1.21, respectively compared to SOSIP.664 and SOSIP.v4.2 combined; [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}N--2P). Three of the five SOSIP.v5.2 sera neutralized three heterologous tier-2 viruses at a titer \>40, while none of the SOSIP.664 or SOSIP.v4.2 sera did so (Kruskal-Wallis p \< 0.001; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}P). Assessed across the entire heterologous tier-2 panel, the ZM197M SOSIP.v5.2 sera neutralized significantly more viruses (IC~50~ values \> 40) compared to the SOSIP.664 or SOSIP.v4.2 groups (n = 9 versus 0 or 0, respectively, Fischer-Freeman p \< 0.0001; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}P).

In conclusion, the hyperstable BG505 SOSIP.v6 trimers induced significantly broader tier-2 NAb responses than the SOSIP.664, SOSIP.v4, and SOSIP.v5 variants. For the ZM197M genotype, the SOSIP.v5.2 construct was the most broadly immunogenic for tier-2 NAbs compared to its SOSIP.664 and SOSIP.v4.2 counterparts.

Properties of the Autologous Tier-2 NAb Specificities {#sec2.11}
-----------------------------------------------------

To investigate what epitopes were targeted by the autologous BG505.T332N NAbs induced by, in particular, BG505 SOSIP.v6 trimers in rabbits, we first performed neutralization depletion experiments using a BG505 V3 peptide and a set of BG505 proteins: SOSIP.664 gp140, gp120, gp120-ΔV1V2, gp120-ΔV3, and gp120-7C3 ([@bib33]). All proteins contained the D368R substitution to prevent neutralization by CD4 binding and interference in neutralization assays. The gp120-7C3 contains seven substitutions in residues 354--363 in the C3 domain that were under selective pressure in the BG505-infected infant ([@bib10], [@bib33]). One BG505 SOSIP.v5.2 recipient animal was also included in the analyses.

The autologous NAb response in all SOSIP.v6 recipients and the one SOSIP.v5.2 recipient rabbit was completely depleted when the sera were preincubated with BG505 SOSIP.664 D368R trimer, confirming that the neutralization was trimer directed ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). gp120, gp120-ΔV1V2, and gp120-ΔV3 were also efficient at depleting the BG505.T332N neutralization, indicating that most of the autologous NAb response was directed to gp120-associated epitope(s) that did not involve V1V2 or V3. Rabbit 1831 was an exception. In this animal, gp120-ΔV3 was considerably less efficient at depleting BG505.T332N neutralization compared to full-length gp120, suggesting that the V3 domain was involved in the (presentation of) the epitope for the autologous NAb response in this animal. The gp120-7C3 protein was unable to deplete the BG505.T332N NAb activity from the sera of rabbit 1833 and poorly effective in depleting the BG505.T332N NAb activity from animal 1831, suggesting that residues 354--363, in the C3 domain, are involved in the epitope(s) for the autologous NAb activity in these animals. BG505.T332N neutralization of all sera was unaffected by addition of the BG505 V3 peptide, confirming that autologous NAb response was not directed against simple linear epitopes in the V3 domain that are associated with tier-1A virus neutralization ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A; [@bib33]).Figure 3Properties of the Autologous NAb Specificities(A) Neutralization depletion assays with sera from one BG505 SOSIP.v5.2 recipient and all five BG505 SOSIP.v6-immunized animals using the autologous BG505.T332N virus and a BG505 V3 peptide, as well as a set of different BG505 proteins. Neutralization of BG505.T332N from each individual sera was set at 100%, and the percent depletion was calculated when the V3 peptide or the different BG505 proteins were added in the assay. The percentage shown is the mean of two different experiments.(B) Neutralization assays with BG505.T332N PNGS mutants. The ID~50~ of the individual sera with the parental BG505.T332N virus was set at 100%, and the percent reduction in ID~50~ when the respective PNGSs are introduced is shown. See also [Table S4](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B.(C) Neutralization of maternal MG505 viruses and heterologous TV1.21 mutant viruses. The ID~50~s are shown. Strong neutralization (ID~50~ \> 1,000) is shown in red; 1,000 \> ID~50~ \> 100 is shown in orange; 100 \> ID~50~ \> 50 is shown in yellow, and no neutralization (ID~50~ \< 50) is shown in white.

Next, we tested neutralization of BG505.T332N mutants, specifically focusing on virus mutants in which holes in the BG505 trimer glycan shield that are immunogenic in rabbits were filled in by restoring the respective predicted N-linked glycan sites (PNGSs) ([@bib18], [@bib24]). We previously found that these holes, especially a large glycan hole centered around positions 241 and 289, are frequent targets of autologous BG505.T332N NAb responses induced by BG505 SOSIP trimers ([@bib18]).

Introduction of PNGSs at positions 241 and 289 almost completely abolished BG505.T332N neutralization by sera from three out of five SOSIP.v6 recipients, as well as one SOSIP.v5.2 recipient (animals 1819, 1829, 1830, and 1832), showing that the NAb activity in these animals was dominated by Ab specificities targeting the 241/289 hole ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B; [Table S4](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). The NAb activity in four other rabbits tested, two receiving SOSIP.v5.2 and two receiving SOSIP.v6 (animals 1831 and 1833), were much less affected by the PNGSs knockin mutations, showing that the NAb response in those rabbits was only partly directed to the 241/289 glycan hole. The introduction of the PNGSs at position 130 generally had a much smaller effect on the NAb sensitivity compared to the introduction of PNGSs at positions 241 and 289. The largest effects were observed for animals 1819 (SOSIP.v5.2) and 1832 (SOSIP.v6), in which cases the NAb activity was reduced by ∼50%.

The finding that introduction of the PNGSs at 241 and 289 only had a partial effect on the NAb activity in animals 1831 and 1833 is consistent with the observation that the gp120-7C3 protein did not deplete the NAb activity from the sera of these two animals. Thus, while the NAb specificities of three SOSIP.v6 recipient animals appear to be directed to the 241/289 glycan hole, those in the two other animals appear to be predominantly targeting an epitope that is affected by residues 354--363.

We also tested the maternal virus clones MG505.A2 and MG505.H3. While MG505.A2 has 14 amino-acid differences in gp160 compared to BG505.T332N, only one involves a change in a PNGSs: N332T. MG505.H3 contains 24 amino-acid differences compared to BG505.T332N, including the presence of a PNGS at 241 and the lack of PNGSs at positions 190, 234, 332, 363, and 411.

The sera of three rabbits immunized with BG505 SOSIP.v6 neutralized MG505.A2, but none immunized with BG505 SOSIP.v5.2 did. While MG505.A2 has a hole at position 241, the amino acid at that position is different compared to BG505.T332N (K for MG505.A2 and S for BG505.T332N). To mimic the BG505.T332N virus, a K241S substitution was introduced into MG505.A2. The sera from all the rabbits, except one animal, became substantially more sensitive to this virus, suggesting that the NAb specificities in these sera were directed toward this glycan hole, but were also dependent on the composition of amino acid 241. One exception was animal 1833, which did not neutralize MG505.A2 or its K241S variant, in agreement with the observation that the response in this animal did not target the 241/289 hole. Furthermore, although the serum from animal 1831 potently neutralized the MG505.A2 K241S virus, it also neutralized the parental MG505.A2 virus effectively, providing further evidence that NAb specificities other than those directed to the 241/289 hole were present in this animal. Finally, when sera were tested against the MG505.H3 virus, only two rabbits (1830 and 1831, both recipients of BG505 SOSIP.v6) neutralized this virus and then at low titer ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C), suggesting that any or all of the 24 amino-acid changes in the MG505.H3 virus cause resistance to the NAb specificities present in the SOSIP.v6-immunized rabbit sera.

Finally, to obtain information on the heterologous NAb responses, we tested some of the sera against a set of TV1.21 pseudovirus mutants. The results showed that knocking out the N160 or N332 glycan enhanced TV1.21 neutralization by SOSIP.v6 sera, suggesting that these glycans shield the heterologous neutralization epitope(s) targeted by the SOSIP.v6 recipient animals. Conversely, the K169E mutation ablated neutralization, suggesting that K169 is part of the neutralization epitope, or that the K169E mutation destroys the target epitope by indirect means. Removal of the N276 glycan had no effect on the sensitivity to the SOSIP.v6 sera ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C; [Table S4](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). Because of the poor magnitude of the other heterologous NAb titers, we were not able to map them.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

We describe the creation of native-like SOSIP trimers that are stabilized by the introduction of additional disulfide bonds. The most stable variant, BG505 SOSIP.v6, has its major *T*~m~ at 92.2°C and a minor *T*~m~ at 78.8°C, representing an increase of 24.5°C and 11.1°C over the prototypic SOSIP.664 design. The most stable trimers contain two new disulfide bonds per gp120-gp41 protomer, in addition to SOS. The 30 intra-molecular disulfide bonds naturally present in the trimer (ten per protomer) are located within the inner or outer domains of gp120 or, in one case, the immunodominant loop of gp41. In contrast, the engineered bonds are all inter-domain.

The inter-subunit disulfide bond linking gp120 residue-501 to gp41 residue-605 (the "SOS bond") was positioned without the availability of structural information on the gp120-gp41 interface ([@bib1]). The cryo-EM structure of the native, membrane-associated trimer ([@bib21]) confirms the accuracy with which this bond was placed in the SOSIP trimer. The newly introduced gp41 cysteine residues that successfully form inter-subunit disulfide bonds are located between the α6 and α7 segments (i.e., HR1~N~) that were not well resolved in the initial BG505 SOSIP.664 trimer structures ([@bib14], [@bib23], [@bib26]). More recent structures and HD-X experiments imply that this region in the SOSIP structures might be quite dynamic and, hence, capable of adopting multiple conformations ([@bib9], [@bib12]). The finding that cysteine residues at multiple positions in gp41 HR1 can pair with gp120 residues 72 or 73 is consistent with the flexibility of this region ([@bib21]). However, the trimer structure predicted various other positions for cysteine substitutions that did not, in practice, lead to the efficient formation of new disulfide bonds. One explanation is that the presence of additional cysteine residues can sometimes interfere with the proper oxidative folding and disulfide bond isomerization in the endoplasmic reticulum, leading to the production of misfolded proteins that are subsequently degraded ([@bib2]).

While a previous report showed a correlation between trimer stability and the ability to induce autologous NAb responses ([@bib8]), we did not observe such a correlation here. Thus, the BG505 SOSIP.664, SOSIP.v4.1, SOSIP.v5.1, SOSIP.v5.2, and SOSIP.v6 trimers, displaying a wide range of stabilities, were all equivalent in inducing BG505.T332N NAbs. However, the observation that the BG505 SOSIP.v6 trimer and the ZM197M SOSIP.v5 trimer were more efficient at inducing heterologous tier-2 NAb responses suggests that the relationship between trimer stability and the ability to induce NAbs is likely to be complex. Regardless, the BG505 SOSIP.v6 and ZM197M SOSIP.v5.2 trimers have encouraging immunogenicity properties in rabbits and constitute a baseline for further trimer design and delivery improvements. An additional virtue of a more stable vaccine immunogen is an increased shelf life and simplified storage capacity under real-word conditions ([@bib17]).

From a broader perspective, the reduced conformational flexibility of stabilized trimers may help maintain them in the ground state for longer in vivo, thereby maximizing the presentation of bNAb epitopes and increasing the probability of a successful encounter with susceptible but rare B cells. How these various factors intersect to drive the induction of higher titer autologous and heterologous tier-2 NAb titers is likely to be also influenced by the genotype of the trimer, as well as its design.

Experimental Procedures {#sec4}
=======================

Trimer Expression and Purification {#sec4.1}
----------------------------------

The constructs expressing BG505, B41, AMC008, and ZM1097M SOSIP.664 were transiently expressed in adherent 293T cells or suspension 293F cells in the presence of *furin* and purified using PGT145-affinity chromatography, as previously described ([@bib14], [@bib16], [@bib29], [@bib32], [@bib6]).

Antigenicity Assays {#sec4.2}
-------------------

SPR analyses were performed with His-tagged trimers immobilized to CM5 chips, as previously described ([@bib7], [@bib38]). D7324-capture, nickel nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA)-capture, and thermostability ELISAs have been described elsewhere ([@bib7], [@bib32], [@bib6]).

Biophysical Techniques {#sec4.3}
----------------------

Multiple biophysical techniques were used to analyze the properties of the Env trimers, including DLS, SAXS, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), hydrophilic interaction chromatography-ultra-performance liquid chromatography (HILIC-UPLC), and HDX-MS. Images of Env trimers were generated by negative stain EM (NS-EM) following previously described procedures ([@bib32]). X-ray crystallography was performed with BG505 Env trimer together with different Fabs as previously described ([@bib14]).

Neutralization Assays {#sec4.4}
---------------------

We used Env-pseudotyped or chimeric molecular clone viruses to perform neutralization assays at Duke University Medical Center, Academic Medical Center, and Weill Medical College of Cornell University ([@bib32], [@bib18]).

Statistics {#sec4.5}
----------

Different groups in rabbit immunizations were compared by two-tailed Mann-Whitney U tests. Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn's post-test was used when differences between the entire heterologous tier-2 panel were addressed.

Rabbit Immunizations {#sec4.6}
--------------------

Rabbits were immunized with 22 μg of trimer and ISCOMATRIX at weeks 0, 4, and 20. Rabbit immunizations were performed under contract at Covance Research Products Inc. (Denver, PA, USA) under permits with approval numbers C0022-15, C0119-15, and C0120-15.
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[^5]: The yields of PGT145-purified trimers are listed, together with the percentages that have a native-like conformation and also in the completely closed form, as determined by negative-stain EM. The 2D class averages were derived using trimers without a C-terminal tag and are shown in [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C. ND, not determined.

[^6]: An overview of the modifications made to the stabilized trimer variants is shown in [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

[^7]: The *T*~m~ values for each construct were obtained by DSC using a two-state model ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). The *T*~m~ values are based on two-state model fitting. *T*~m~ values for His-tagged trimers (BG505) were consistently ∼0.9°C --1.0°C higher than the values for the same trimers without a tag. *T*~m~ values obtained with D7324-tagged trimers (AMC008, B41, and ZM197M) were up to 0.3°C higher than those without a tag.

[^8]: Percentages of Man~8~, Man~9~, and total oligomannose glycans are given for each trimer ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). The percentage of Man~8~GlcNAc~2~ and Man~9~GlcNAc~2~ glycans, as well as the total percentage of oligomannose glycans are provided for each His/D7324-tagged trimer ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E).

[^9]: NS-EM and glycan composition data for SOSIP v4.1 and SOSIP v4.2 trimers were previously reported in [@bib6].

[^10]: Data for this trimer variant were previously described in [@bib20] and [@bib11]. Experiments were performed with newly purified trimers.

[^11]: SOSIP.664 trimer variant was described in [@bib9]. Experiments were performed with newly purified trimers.

[^12]: The two values represent the peaks of the two independent unfolding events observed by DSC (see [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E for the raw data).

[^13]: Binding of bNAbs and non-NAbs was determined using a Ni-NTA (BG505) or a D7324- (AMC008, B41, and ZM197M) capture ELISA. Half-maximal binding concentrations (half maximal effective concentration \[EC~50~\], in μg/mL) are shown for SOSIP.664 trimers (underlined). Antibody binding to the various stabilized trimers is expressed as percentage of the binding to SOSIP.664 (EC~50~ is defined as 100%). The values are representative of at least two independent experiments. The ELISA curves from one representative experiment are shown in Data 1B--1E. ND, not determined.

[^14]: An overview of the modifications made to the stabilized trimer variants is shown in [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

[^15]: The SOSIP v4.1 and SOSIP v4.2 trimer variants were described in [@bib6].
